
barrier they lose classical kinetic energy and
slow down. This situation is depicted in
Fig.1a, which shows the symmetric scattering
wavefunction for a one-dimensional poten-
tial-energy barrier when the reactant energy
is equal to that of the barrier maximum. The
slowing down of the reactants in classical
mechanics is reflected by an increase in 
the amplitude of the quantum-mechanical
wavefunction c, and hence an increase in the
probability |c|2 of finding the system in the
region of the barrier maximum. But because
the reactants simply slow down at the top of
the barrier rather than becoming trapped
there, the wavefunction associated with this
reaction threshold effect still has significant
amplitude away from the barrier maximum.

The second explanation does not have a
classical analogue, and is therefore a little
more exotic. It is possible for the reactants to
become trapped on the potential-energy 
surface, forming a ‘quasi-bound’ quantum
state. This situation also leads to a time delay,
owing to the time it takes for the quasi-bound
state to decay into reaction products, and it 
is known as a quantum reactive scattering
resonance. The simplest example of such a
resonance is illustrated in Fig. 1b, which
shows the computed scattering wavefunc-
tion at the energy of a quasi-bound state 
supported by the well between the two
potential-energy maxima of a double barrier. 

Although these two explanations are not
unrelated, because one situation can be
deformed into the other by changing the
potential-energy surface7, they are mathem-
atically different8,9, and the physical implica-
tions of this mathematical difference are too 
significant to regard the two situations as
manifestations of the same phenomenon. Fur-
thermore, it is clear from Fig. 1 that the scatter-
ing wavefunction behaves very differently in
the threshold and resonance situations.

This last distinction has been exploited by
Harich et al.5 to elucidate the origin of the
time delay associated with forward scattering
in the hydrogen exchange reaction. Rather
than study the H&D2 version of the reaction,
they used a crossed molecular beam appara-
tus to study the related H&HD ➝H2&D
reaction, at a collision energy of 1.2 eV. 
State-to-state differential cross-sections were
measured by Rydberg tagging the product
deuterium atom (and thereby inferring the
quantum state of the hydrogen product 
molecule), a powerful and highly sensitive
technique that was first used for the H&D2

reaction by Welge and co-workers1. Although
the experiment was only done for a single 
collision energy, a distinct forward-scattering
peak was seen in the differential cross-section
of the H2 product with a vibrational quantum
number of zero and a rotational angular
momentum quantum number of one.

This forward peak in the H&HD reaction
has similar characteristics to that seen in the
H&D2 reaction by Althorpe et al.2. Both

peaks occur for product states with low rota-
tional quantum numbers, and the theoretical
analysis of Harich et al.5 shows that the 
forward scattering in the H&HD reaction is
again associated with a time delay, in this case
of around 20 femtoseconds. But this analysis
goes further and extracts the quantum-
mechanical wavefunction that underlies 
the time-delayed reaction mechanism. The
wavefunction turns out to be like the one
shown in Fig. 1a, so Harich et al. conclude
that the time delay in forward scattering in
the H&HD reaction is caused by a reaction
threshold effect rather than a reactive scatter-
ing resonance. The same is likely to be true in
the case of the H&D2 reaction.

This is, in fact, the best possible outcome
for the field. A genuine quantum reactive
scattering resonance has recently been identi-
fied through a theoretical analysis of integral
and differential cross-section measurements

on the F&HD➝HF&D reaction10. Hence,
we now have concrete examples of both
phenomena — reactive thresholds and reac-
tive resonances — and the effects they have
on experimental observations of the dynam-
ics of chemical reactions. ■
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Messenger RNA molecules are crucial
intermediates between genes and
their encoded proteins. When a gene

is activated, enzymes produce an mRNA copy
of it; this mRNA in turn provides a template
for the production of proteins, which carry
out specific tasks in the body. mRNAs consist
of strings of nucleotides, and in our cells most
mRNA molecules have a long tract of ‘A’s
(adenosine nucleotides) at one end — the 
so-called 38 end. Such poly(A) tails seem to be
required for every step in an mRNA’s life,
including its export from its site of production
in the cell nucleus, translation into protein,
and stability1. On page 312 of this issue, Wang
and colleagues2 describe an unusual enzyme,
important in the development of the nema-
tode worm Caenorhabditis elegans, that they
propose lengthens the poly(A) tails on certain
mRNAs. What’s interesting is that this 
work apparently defines an entirely new class
of such enzymes, and has implications for
developmental and cell biology.

Messenger RNA precursors first become
‘polyadenylated’ in the nucleus, during or
shortly after gene transcription, in a reaction
involving two coupled steps: cleavage of the
RNA to form a new 38 end, then poly(A)
addition by a poly(A) polymerase enzyme.
Polyadenylation can also, however, occur
outside the nucleus, in the cell cytoplasm.
During the early embryonic development 
of many animals and the maturation of 
germ cells (eggs and sperm), transcription is 

largely switched off. Elongating the short
poly(A) tail of dormant cytoplasmic mRNAs
provides a rapid way to stabilize and activate
them3, allowing proteins to be produced
without transcription. (mRNAs need a long
poly(A) tail to function as efficient templates
in translation.) 

In C. elegans, the gld-2 and gld-3 genes
control various aspects of germline develop-
ment, including the mitosis/meiosis deci-
sion — simply put, whether germline cells
multiply to produce other such cells, or 
generate eggs and sperm4. But exactly how
the proteins encoded by these genes regulate
developmental decisions has been unclear.
This is what Wang et al.2 set out to investigate,
and they have found that these proteins 
form a cytoplasmic poly(A) polymerase with
a difference.

Wang et al. started by inspecting the pre-
dicted amino-acid sequence of the GLD-2
protein, and discovered an immediate clue to
its biochemical function. The protein con-
tains a domain that is similar to a region in
certain nucleotidyltransferase enzymes (Fig.
1, overleaf). These enzymes form a protein
superfamily to which all eukaryotic poly(A)
polymerases belong5. The authors also found
that GLD-2 is located in the cytoplasm of
germline and early embryonic cells, and
interacts specifically with GLD-3, which itself
belongs to a family of RNA-binding proteins
(J. Kimble et al., personal communication).

Given this cytoplasmic location of GLD-2,
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Studies of developmental regulators in worms and cell-cycle regulators in
yeast have revealed a new family of enzymes, which may affect the fate of
specific messenger RNA molecules.
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and the slight similarity of its amino-
acid sequence to those of nuclear poly(A)
polymerases, Wang et al. decided to test the
protein for RNA-dependent poly(A) poly-
merase activity in vitro. They found that
GLD-2 alone had low poly(A) polymerase
activity, but was stimulated by GLD-3, which
by itself was completely inactive. Analysis of
the reaction products showed that GLD-2
alone extended an RNA ‘primer’ by only a
few adenosines, whereas GLD-2 and GLD-3
together made tails of up to 30 adenosines.
Two GLD-2 mutant proteins, one designed
to abolish its predicted catalytic centre and
the other to disrupt its binding to GLD-3,
were inactive when tested either alone or
with GLD-3. All known poly(A) polymer-
ases comprise a single protein. So Wang 

et al. have found a new type of cytoplas-
mic poly(A) polymerase, in which GLD-2 
provides the catalytic subunit and GLD-3
contributes the RNA-binding function.

These findings raise several questions.
Which mRNAs are the physiological sub-
strates of the newly discovered enzyme dur-
ing early development? Can GLD-2 interact
with other RNA-binding proteins to expand
its substrate repertoire — an idea proposed by
Wang et al.? Are GLD-2 and GLD-3 enough to
carry out the reaction in vivo, or are other fac-
tors involved? And does this newly discovered
process share any components with previous-
ly described cytoplasmic poly(A) polymer-
ases involved in development, or with the
nuclear 38-end-processing apparatus?

Wang and colleagues’ work also has rami-
fications that go beyond the control of early
development. The polyadenylation of cyto-
plasmic mRNAs appears to be widespread 
in eukaryotes, and GLD-2 may represent a
new family of bipartite cytoplasmic poly(A)
polymerases. For example, the fission-yeast
proteins Cid1 and Cid13 are cytoplasmically
located relatives of GLD-2, and have poly(A)
polymerase activity in vitro6,7. Like GLD-2,
Cid1 is involved in controlling the cell-
division cycle. Cid13 has been proposed to
increase the pools of nucleotides needed for
DNA replication, by extending the poly(A)
tail of the mRNA encoding Suc22 — part of
an enzyme involved in nucleotide synthesis.
Moreover, it has been reported6 that Trf4, a
relative of the Cid proteins that occurs in bud-
ding yeast8, has in vitro poly(A) polymerase
activity (although this is controversial, and
previous in vitro tests identified Trf4 as a DNA
polymerase8). Many more members of the
GLD-2 family may exist, as inferred from
sequence comparisons (Fig. 1).

Further insights into GLD-2 can be
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Figure 2 Structure of the mammalian nuclear
poly(A) polymerase, with regions of similarity to
GLD-2 and its relatives highlighted (colour code
as in Fig. 1). The conserved loop might be a
hallmark of enzymes that elongate single-
stranded RNA substrates. ATP in the active site
is shown in red. (Figure modified from ref. 10.) 
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Figure 1 A new type of RNA-modifying enzyme? Wang et al.2 have identified the GLD-2 protein as a
poly(A) polymerase enzyme in vitro; they propose that it extends the tract of adenosine nucleotides at
the 38 end of certain messenger RNAs in vivo. Unlike many such enzymes, GLD-2 can work only with
another protein, GLD-3, which binds RNA. Other such unusual poly(A) polymerases may exist, as
can be seen in this comparison of GLD-2 with other proteins. A nuclear poly(A) polymerase, PAP-a ,
which can bind RNA without a helper protein, is also shown. The proteins are represented as 
lines, with conserved regions shown as cylinders (orange, catalytic domain; blue, central domain; 
red, RNA-binding domain; yellow, protein-interaction domains called zinc fingers). The polymerase
activities are A, adenylylating, and U, uridylylating; the asterisk indicates that poly(A) polymerase
and DNA polymerase activities have been reported for this protein.

gleaned from a look at its amino-acid
sequence. Mammalian and yeast nuclear
poly(A) polymerases have a three-domain
structure consisting of a catalytic portion, a
central linker and an RNA-binding domain.
GLD-2, like most of its close relatives, lacks
an RNA-binding domain. Nonetheless,
Wang et al.’s comparison of the sequences of
GLD-2 and its relatives with that of mam-
malian nuclear poly(A) polymerase suggests
that the structure of the catalytic domain and
part of the central domain is similar, despite
considerable sequence divergence (Fig. 2).
The most prominent conserved features are
three aspartate amino acids — which chelate
divalent metal ions — in the active site, and
several amino acids in the catalytic and cen-
tral domains that help to bind ATP (see Fig. 2
on page 313).

Moreover, analysis of mutant forms of
mammalian poly(A) polymerases suggests
that amino acids in a loop near the ATP-
binding pocket are needed to bind the 38 end
of mRNAs (our unpublished results). The
sequence of this loop is also seen in GLD-2
and its relatives, and in 38-terminal uridylyl-
transferase — an enzyme in trypanosomes
that catalyses the addition of uridine
nucleotides to the 38 ends of intermediates of
RNA editing9. So this sequence seems to be a
hallmark of enzymes that elongate single-
stranded RNA substrates.

Lengthening the poly(A) tails of selected
mRNAs at specific times can both counteract
normal mRNA turnover and stimulate trans-
lation. This is useful, because it bypasses the
requirement for transcription and RNA pro-
cessing, for example in times of metabolic
stress or when the genome is damaged or
inactive. Moreover, this mechanism — like
others that act on cytoplasmic mRNAs — 
is much more rapid than controlling 
transcription, particularly at large genes.
Cytoplasmic polyadenylation would gain
great versatility if, as Wang et al. suggest2, dif-
ferent mRNAs could be targeted by using 
different RNA-binding proteins to recruit a
poly(A) polymerase. Whether that happens
remains to be seen, but this and other 
questions will keep many of us busy and
excited for a long time. ■
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Messenger RNA regulation is a critical mode of controlling gene
expression. Regulation of mRNA stability and translation is
linked to controls of poly(A) tail length1,2. Poly(A) lengthening
can stabilize and translationally activate mRNAs, whereas
poly(A) removal can trigger degradation and translational
repression. Germline granules (for example, polar granules in
flies, P granules in worms) are ribonucleoprotein particles
implicated in translational control3. Here we report that the
Caenorhabditis elegans gene gld-2, a regulator of mitosis/meiosis
decision and other germline events4, encodes the catalytic moiety
of a cytoplasmic poly(A) polymerase (PAP) that is associated with
P granules in early embryos. Importantly, the GLD-2 protein
sequence has diverged substantially from that of conventional
eukaryotic PAPs, and lacks a recognizable RRM (RNA recog-

nition motif)-like domain. GLD-2 has little PAP activity on its
own, but is stimulated in vitro by GLD-3. GLD-3 is also a
developmental regulator, and belongs to the Bicaudal-C family
of RNA binding proteins5. We suggest that GLD-2 is the proto-
type for a class of regulatory cytoplasmic PAPs that are recruited
to specific mRNAs by a binding partner, thereby targeting those
mRNAs for polyadenylation and increased expression.

We cloned the gld-2 gene and analysed its transcripts (Fig. 1). The
gld-2 genomic region was identified by mutant rescue and RNA-
aided interference (RNAi; see Methods) as well as elucidation of the
molecular lesions in two gld-2 mutants (see below). The gld-2 gene
encodes multiple mRNAs (Fig. 1a, b). A 5 0 probe detected a 4.7-
kilobase (kb) band in wild-type poly(A)þ RNAs, but not in RNA
from germline-less mutants (Fig. 1b, left). Therefore, this 4.7-kb
mRNA appears to be germline-specific. Middle and 3 0 probes
detected two somatic gld-2 RNAs, of 4.6 and 4.0 kb (Fig. 1b, middle
and right). These smaller gld-2 mRNAs harbour distinct 5 0 terminal
exons spliced to common exons (Fig. 1a). Two gld-2 mutations
identified genetically4 carried lesions in common exons: a predicted
null mutant, gld-2(q497), is a premature nonsense codon, and
gld-2(h292) is a missense mutation (E875K) (Fig. 1a).

Because of our interest in gld-2 germline functions, we focused on
its 4.7-kb mRNA. Northern analysis (Fig. 1b, left) showed that this
mRNA was abundant in embryos, fourth larval stages (L4s) and
adults (Fig. 1c); in situ hybridization showed that it was abundant in
the meiotic pachytene region and in oogenesis (Fig. 1d, e), but
decreased during spermatogenesis (Fig. 1e). We did not detect the
mRNA in putative null mutant gld-2(q497) (Fig. 1f), or with a
sense-strand probe (anti-5

0
) (Fig. 1g). Therefore, gld-2 is expressed

Figure 1 The gld-2 gene and its transcripts. a, gld-2 exon/intron structure. Exons, open

boxes; introns, thin lines. Colour coding as in Fig. 2b. b, Top, probes (see Methods).

Bottom, northern blots of poly(A)þ RNAs from mixed stage wild-type (WT) animals or from

glp-1 mutant adults with no germ line (2GL). Size markers in kb. Arrows, gld-2

transcripts. Sizes of gld-2 transcripts on northern blots (4.7 kb, 4.6 kb and 4.0 kb)

correspond to sizes predicted by cDNA analyses (4,533 nt, 4,273 nt and 3,691 nt,

excluding the poly(A) tail). c, Developmental expression of gld-2 mRNA. Northern blot of

poly(A)þ RNAs from staged animals. E, embryo; L1–L4, first–fourth larval stage; A, adult;

mixed, mixed stages. Above, 5
0

probe, Fig. 1b; below, loading control. d–g, In situ

hybridization of dissected germ lines. d–f, 5
0
probe, Fig. 1b; open arrowhead, distal end

of germ line. d, Germ line of wild-type hermaphrodite adult. e, Germ line of wild-type male

adult; sp, spermatogenesis; WT, wild type; f, germ line of gld-2(q497) homozygous

mutant adult; g, germ line of wild-type hermaphrodite adult, probed with sense strand of

cDNA fragment covering exons 2–8 (5
0

probe, 1b).
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in the germ line and is developmentally regulated.
Database searches revealed that GLD-2 protein belongs to the

DNA polymerase b-like superfamily of nucleotidyltransferases
(NT) (Fig. 2a; refs 6, 7). Specifically, GLD-2 is a group 2 NT
member, including DNA polymerase j of Saccharomyces cerevisiae
(also known as pol k and Trf4p) and eukaryotic PAPs (Fig. 2a).
GLD-2 architecture and sequence is divergent from that of can-
onical PAPs (Fig. 2b, d), but similar to a different cluster of NT
family members (Fig. 2e). GLD-2 contains three critical carboxylate
side chains essential for catalytic activity (Fig. 2c, red) present in all
DNA polymerase b superfamily members; furthermore, GLD-2
possesses putative ATP-interacting residues (Fig. 2c, green; Fig. 2d,
green). Classical PAPs have a catalytic region (Fig. 2c, gold), a
‘central’ domain (Fig. 2c, blue), and an RRM-like region (Fig. 2c,
violet)8,9. By sequence comparison, GLD-2 harbours catalytic and
central domains (Fig. 2b, d, colour-coded overlines), but is highly
diverged from classical eukaryotic PAPs, including C. elegans PAP-1
(C. Luitjens and M.W., unpublished results) (Fig. 2d). Classical
PAPs show extensive amino-acid conservation among themselves,
but limited conservation with GLD-2 (Fig. 2d, black and grey
boxes). Outside its catalytic and central domains, GLD-2 shares
little similarity to canonical PAPs; in particular, GLD-2 has no
apparent RRM-like region (Fig. 2b), which is thought to be critical
for PAP RNA binding8,9. Therefore, GLD-2 shares some key features
with classical PAPs, but is divergent in motif architecture and amino
acid sequence.

To examine GLD-2 protein, we generated polyclonal antibodies
to the amino-terminal region (Fig. 2b) and detected a prominent
protein of relative molecular mass 125,000 (M r 125K) on western
blots (Fig. 3a, lanes 1, 4, 5). This protein, which corresponds in size
to the predicted product of the germline gld-2 mRNA, was detected
in gld-2(h292) homozygotes and gld-2(q497)/þ heterozygotes
(Fig. 3a, lanes 6, 7), but not in gld-2(q497) homozygotes (Fig. 3a,
lane 8). Pre-immune serum did not recognize this band, but
detected others that served as a loading control (not shown). We
conclude that the a-GLD-2 antibody recognizes GLD-2, that the
gld-2(h292) mutant produces a nearly wild-type level of protein and
that gld-2(q497) is a strong loss-of-function or null allele.

By immunocytochemistry, GLD-2 was found to be predomi-
nantly cytoplasmic in both germ line (Fig. 3b) and early embryo
(Fig. 3c). Within the germ line, GLD-2 was detectable in the mitotic
region and became abundant during pachytene and oogenesis (Fig.
3b). GLD-2 decreased during spermatogenesis in both sexes, and
was undetectable in mature sperm (not shown). In early embryos,
GLD-2 was diffuse in the cytoplasm of early P0 embryos, co-
localized with P granules in late P0 embryos and remained associ-
ated with P granules in germline blastomeres (Fig. 3c, not shown). P
granules are essential for germline development3,10. In ,100-cell
embryos, GLD-2 was undetectable.

Given its presence in oocytes and early embryos, we tested
whether GLD-2 was required for embryogenesis. To deplete both
maternal and zygotic gld-2 mRNAs, wild-type adult hermaphro-
dites were treated with double-stranded RNA corresponding to
either the gld-2 germline-specific region (exons 2–8) or its common
region (exons 16–18) to produce gld-2(RNAi) embryos (see
Methods). In both cases, most gld-2(RNAi) embryos failed to
hatch (99%, n . 500 in 26–36 h period after treatment). To visu-
alize chromosomes in gld-2(RNAi) embryos, we used a strain
carrying a histone::GFP transgene (AZ212)11. Whereas mock-
treated AZ212 embryos cleaved normally (Fig. 3d), gld-2(RNAi)
AZ212 embryos did not cleave and possessed malformed nuclei in
clusters (Fig. 3e). We conclude that gld-2 activity is required for
embryogenesis, and that GLD-2 protein co-localizes with P
granules.

A specific interaction between GLD-2 and another germline
regulator, GLD-3 (ref. 5), was discovered in yeast two-hybrid
screens. Specifically, using GLD-2 as ‘bait’, 2,000,000 transformants

Figure 2 GLD-2 belongs to the polymerase b nucleotidyltransferase superfamily. a, The

polymerase b superfamily (adapted from ref. 7). Small colour-coded circles, families;

large grey circle, group 2 families. CCA, CCA-adding enzymes; 2
0
-5
0

A, 2
0
-5
0

oligoA

synthetases; TRF, Trf4p-like proteins; other acryonyms as in ref. 7. b–d, Colour coding

based on crystal structures of bovine and yeast PAPs8,9. Gold, catalytic domain; blue,

central domain; violet, RRM domain. b, GLD-2 and PAP domains compared. Drosophila

(Dm), human (Hs) and yeast (Sc). GLD-2 domains identified by Pfam search27. aa, amino

acid c, Bovine PAP 3D structure, with key residues shown in stick form (adapted from

ref. 8). Created by Rasmol based on PDB file 1F5A (for bovine PAP). d, Amino-acid

sequence alignment of GLD-2 and PAP core regions based on clustalW output28 and

polymerase b superfamily analyses29. Mutants designated below. Red, catalytic residues;

green, required for ATP binding. e, Unrooted tree of GLD-2 and its homologues, created

with PHYLIP programs30, based on ClustalW alignment using parsimony. Species are: Ce,

C. elegans; Dm, Drosophila; Hs, human; Mm, mouse; Os, rice; Sp, S. pombe; At,

Arabidopsis. Only homologues with E-values less than 1 £ 10210 in the first PSI blast

were used; tree was built using the catalytic and central domain sequences as in d (GLD-2

amino acids 528–914 and corresponding sequences of its homologues). Cid1 and GLD-2

(shown red) both function in cell cycle control; Cid13 (shown red) is involved in the

replication stress response22; functions of others are unknown.
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were screened and 30 gld-3 cDNAs (T07F8.3) found; using GLD-3
as bait, 1,500,000 transformants were screened and 94 gld-2 cDNAs
recovered. To identify the region of GLD-2 critical for GLD-3
binding, GLD-2 variants were assayed for GLD-3 interaction. A
GLD-2 fragment comprising both catalytic and central domains was
essential (amino acids 544–924) (Fig. 4a). A GLD-2-E875K mutant,
designed after gld-2(h292)4, interacted poorly with GLD-3 (Fig. 4a,
E875K and D7). Indeed, b-galactosidase activity was reduced 7- to
16-fold by GLD-2(h292)-E875K (Fig. 4a, compare for example D2
to D7), but GLD-2 levels were equivalent (Fig. 4b). Importantly,
GLD-2-E875K was present at normal levels in C. elegans (Fig. 3a,
lane 6), even though it disrupts gld-2 function. We conclude that
GLD-2 binds specifically to GLD-3, and that GLD-2-E875K is
defective in GLD-3 binding. Therefore, the GLD-2/GLD-3 inter-
action appears to be important for development.

Given its sequence similarity to nucleotidyltransferases and its
cytoplasmic location, we considered that GLD-2 might be a cyto-
plasmic PAP, even though its architecture and sequence diverged
substantially from classical PAPs. To test this idea, we initially
assayed incorporation of radiolabelled ATP into an RNA substrate.
Specifically, GLD-2 was translated in vitro, either on its own or
together with GLD-3. The in vitro translation mixture was incu-
bated with 32P-ATP and an unlabelled poly(A) substrate, and
incorporation of label into acid-insoluble material was measured
(see Methods). GLD-2 on its own had low activity, whereas GLD-3
had none; however, GLD-2 and GLD-3 together gave a robust
response (Fig. 4c). We also measured incorporation in three control
reactions (no protein and two GLD-2 mutants together with
GLD-3). GLD-2-D608A was designed to abolish the catalytic site
(Fig. 2c) and GLD-2-E875K was used to disrupt GLD-3 binding
(Fig. 4a). The control reactions yielded no measurable 32P-ATP
incorporation (Fig. 4c). From these experiments, we argue that
GLD-2 is in fact a nucleotidyltransferase and that both its predicted
active site and GLD-3 binding region are essential for enzymatic
activity.

We next analysed the products of the GLD-2/GLD-3 nucleotidyl-
transferase activity by electrophoresis and autoradiography
(Fig. 4d). To this end, reactions were done as described above,
except that C35A10 (see Methods) was used as substrate. Two

exposures of the same autoradiogram are shown (Fig. 4d). As a
marker, C35A10 was 3 0 end-labelled with cordycepin triphosphate
([a-32P] 3

0
dATP) (C35A10*dA; Fig. 4d left, lane 1). GLD-2 by itself

exhibited modest incorporation from ATP into bands that extended
the substrate by only one or a few nucleotides (Fig. 4d left, lane 2). In
contrast, GLD-2 plus GLD-3 stimulated incorporation, resulting in
more product with a ‘ladder’ of poly(A) extending the substrate
more than 30 adenosines (Fig. 4d, lane 4). The ladder mimics the
activity of bovine nuclear PAP (bPAP), but is less efficient (Fig. 4d,
compare lanes 4 and 7). This difference may reflect the fact that
bovine PAP acts as a monomer, whereas GLD-2 PAP activity is
dependent on the interaction of two dilute proteins. Furthermore,
although abundant products had only two or three nucleotides
added (asterisks in Fig. 4d, lane 4), more-minor products had as
many as 70 additional nucleotides. We conclude that GLD-2/GLD-3
can catalyse the addition of a poly(A) tail to an RNA substrate.

Four controls support the conclusion that GLD-2 is a PAP. First,
GLD-2 PAP activity was abolished by a site-directed mutation in the
inferred active site (D608A) (Fig. 4d, lane 5). Importantly, GLD-2-
D608A level is equivalent to that of wild-type GLD-2 in the same
assay (Fig. 4d SDS–polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, SDS–PAGE,
compare lanes 4 and 5). Thus, the GLD-2 putative active site is
required for AMP addition in vitro. Second, GLD-2 PAP activity was
abolished by the E875K mutation (Fig. 4d, lane 6), which disrupts
GLD-2/GLD-3 binding (Fig. 4a). The GLD-2-E875K level was
equivalent to wild-type GLD-2 (Fig. 4d, compare lanes 4 and 6).
Third, GLD-2-dependent incorporation is substrate dependent and
requires ATP (not shown). Thus, replacement of ATP with GTP,
CTP or UTP did not yield incorporation onto the substrate. Finally,
products produced by GLD-2 plus GLD-3 were selectively retained
on oligo(dT) cellulose, suggesting they were polyadenylated (not
shown).

The GLD-2/GLD-3 enzyme represents a new type of poly(A)
polymerase (Fig. 5). Canonical PAPs, which include nuclear and
cytoplasmic enzymes, are all closely related12–15; they are monomeric
and possess three key domains (Fig. 5, left)8,9. By contrast, GLD-2
appears to function as a heterodimer (Fig. 5, right). GLD-2
harbours the catalytic and central domains; GLD-3 has five con-
secutive K homology (KH)-related motifs5 which may, at least in

GLD-2 –
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E
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d e
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Figure 3 The GLD-2 protein. Polyclonal anti-GLD-2 antibodies were affinity purified.

a, Western blot of proteins from wild-type embryos (E), larvae (L1–L4), and adults (A) (lanes

1–5), and adults of genotype gld-2(h292)/gld-2(h292) (lane 6), gld-2(q497)/gld-2(þ)

(lane 7), and gld-2(q497)/gld-2(q497) (lane 8). b, GLD-2 protein is in germline cytoplasm.

Extruded WT adult hermaphrodite germ line; GLD-2 is abundant in pachytene region and

oocytes. Magnified view shows lack of GLD-2 in nuclei (arrowheads) and presence of

GLD-2 in granular form (arrows). A control gld-2(q497) extruded germ line showed no

anti-GLD-2 staining (not shown). c, GLD-2 protein is associated with P granules in early

embryos. Embryos stained with antibody to P granule marker, PGL-110, to GLD-2, and to

nuclear pore antigen. Top, late P0 embryo, GLD-2 co-localizes with P granules; second

panel down, 28-cell embryo, P4, white arrowhead; third panel, ,100-cell embryo,

germline precursor cells, Z2 and Z3, arrows; bottom, magnified view of P2 blastomere to

show PGL-1 and GLD-2 co-localization (arrows). d, e, Transgenic strain AZ212. Left,

Nomarski image; right, nuclei visualized by histone::GFP maker. Both control and

gld-2(RNAi) embryos are of approximately same age. d, Mock injected control.

e, gld-2(RNAi).
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part, substitute for the RRM domain of classical PAPs. In the
simplest view, GLD-2 and GLD-3 act together as a heterodimer to
accomplish what classical PAPs do on their own. However, we
suggest that GLD-2 is tailored for a more regulatory role than that
typical of classical PAPs. For example, GLD-3 is likely to provide
sequence specificity to the GLD-2 catalytic activity, and GLD-2 may
interact with additional partners to expand its repertoire of
regulation.

GLD-2 and GLD-3 are likely to function together during nema-
tode development. First, GLD-2 and GLD-3 have similar, albeit not
identical, functions in germline development and embryogenesis
(refs 4, 5, and this work). Second, both are cytoplasmic and
associated with P granules (ref. 5, this work), large complexes of

RNA and protein that are critical for germline development3,10.
GLD-2 and GLD-3 may polyadenylate mRNAs associated with P
granules (for example, nos-2; ref. 16) or may be stored there for
segregation to germline blastomeres. GLD-2 may be targeted to
specific mRNAs by GLD-3, which is a Bic-C family KH protein5.
Other KH proteins (FMRP, NOVA, hnRNPK) bind RNAs through
sequence-specific interactions17–20. GLD-2 may also be targeted to
specific mRNAs indirectly via the interaction of GLD-3 with FBF5.
FBF is a sequence-specific RNA-binding protein and member of the
PUF family21. PUF proteins appear to repress mRNAs by promoting
poly(A) removal21. GLD-3 antagonizes FBF5, and works with GLD-2
to promote poly(A) addition (this work). Therefore, GLD-2/GLD-3
may switch FBF from a repressive to an activating mode.

Regulatory cytoplasmic PAPs of the GLD-2/GLD-3 class may be
common. Within the large superfamily of DNA polymerase b-like
nucleotidyltransferases, several are closely related to GLD-2 (Fig.
2e). To date, most have no assigned function, but Schizosacchar-
omyces pombe Cid13 and Cid1 appear to be rcPAPs22,31. The
similarity between GLD-2 and Cid1 is particularly striking, as
both are involved in cell cycle control. GLD-2 promotes entry
into meiosis at the expense of mitosis4, and Cid1 inhibits mitosis23.
We suggest that GLD-2 and Cid1 may in fact be components of an
ancient regulatory circuit controlling the cell cycle, and that other
GLD-2 relatives may similarly be regulatory cytoplasmic PAPs. A

Methods
Molecular cloning of gld-2
Three-factor mapping places gld-2 0.05 map unit to the right of bli-4. Cosmids in this
region were injected into strain JK1716 [bli-4(e937) gld-2(q497)/dpy-5(e61) unc-13(e51)]
or strain JK1732 [bli-4(e937) gld-2(h292)/dpy-5(e61) unc-13(e51)]. Cosmid ZC308 gave
,4% germline rescue.

Transcript analyses
Northern blots were performed as described24. Templates for making RNA probes (gld-2
5
0
, middle, 3

0
; eft-3) were made by polymerase chain reactions (PCRs) from pJK830,

pJK831, pJK832 and pBluescript-eft-3 (gift from P. Anderson). To determine the gld-2 3
0

end, semi-nested PCR was performed using lAE.1, a C. elegans mixed-stage oligo(dT)
primed complementary DNA library (gift from A. Puoti). One PCR product was
confirmed and sequenced. A stretch of 22 As was found at the end of the 3 0 untranslated
region (UTR). To determine the gld-2 5 0 ends, reverse transcriptions (RT) were performed
using SuperScript II Reverse Transcriptase (Gibco BRL) and poly(A)þ RNA from either
wild-type mixed-stage worms or glp-1(q224) mutants raised at 25 8C, which have no germ
line. The resultant cDNAs were then used as templates for semi-nested PCR with SL1 (a
trans-spliced leader in C. elegans) as the constant 5

0
primer. All PCR products were cloned

into pSTBlue-1 and sequenced. The 4.7-kb mRNA is SL1 trans-spliced, comprises 19 exons
including an 86-nucleotide 5

0
UTR and 1,105-nucleotide 3

0
UTR.

Antibody production, western blot and immunocytochemistry
Polyclonal antibodies were generated from rabbits using a keyhole limpet haemocyanin
(KLH)-conjugated peptide corresponding to GLD-2 amino acids 108–127 (Genemed
Synthesis) or from rats using a GST–GLD-2 fusion protein carrying amino acids 13–330 of
GLD-2. Rabbit anti-PGL-1 antibody was a gift from S. Strome. Monoclonal antibody 414,
the anti-nuclear pore monoclonal, was purchased from BABCO. Western blots were
performed using the GLD-2 peptide antibody as described24. Immunocytochemistry
followed published procedures25 using the GST–GLD-2 fusion-protein antibody,
which was specific for GLD-2 as demonstrated on gld-2(q497) extruded germ lines and
gld-2(RNAi) embryos.
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Figure 4 GLD-2/GLD-3 is a new type of poly(A) polymerase. a, Left, GLD-2 deletions used

in yeast two-hybrid assays to map region of GLD-3 interaction. Right, results of both filter

and liquid b-galactosidase assays as well as a growth assay (HIS). b, GLD-2 fragments

were expressed at similar level. Western blot, D2 and D7 fragments as in a.

c, Nucleotidyltransferase assay. Incorporation of 32P-ATP was measured in reticulocyte

lysates programmed with plasmids encoding GLD-2, GLD-3 or variants. Data reported as

c.p.m., not molar quantities, because ATP concentration in lysate was not known. The

lysate exhibits a background incorporation (10,000 c.p.m.) independent of GLD-encoding

plasmids, which has been subtracted here. In the experiment shown, 1 mM MnCl2 was

added to the lysate; similar experiments with added MgCl2 reduced incorporation four-

fold. d, Poly(A) polymerase assay. Reaction products analysed on a 12% sequencing gel

and visualized by autoradiography. Left, shorter exposure; right, longer exposure. Below,

SDS–PAGE showing that proteins were expressed at similar levels. M1, D608A; M2,

E875K; C35A10, substrate; bPAP, bovine poly(A) polymerase.
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RNAi
Double-stranded RNAs (dsRNAs) were made using gld-2 cDNAs (pJK830, exons 2–8 or
pJK831, exons 16–18) as templates. Young adults were either injected with 2 mg ml21 gld-2
dsRNA or soaked in 10 ml of 2 mg ml21 gld-2 dsRNA for 12 h at 20 8C or mock-treated by
injection with M9 buffer. Embryos were collected at defined intervals after treatment and
processed together.

Poly(A) polymerase assay
Proteins were in vitro translated using the TNT coupled transcription–translation system
(Promega), and assayed using buffer conditions essentially as described26. For scintillation
counting, poly(A) (Roche) was used as substrate. For gel assays, we used RNA oligo,
C35A10 (Dharmacon), a 45-nucleotide and supplemental 1 mM MgCl2. Products were
analysed on 12% sequencing gels.

Received 8 May; accepted 16 July 2002; doi:10.1038/nature01039.
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Reactive oxygen species are required for cell proliferation but can
also induce apoptosis1. In proliferating cells this paradox is
solved by the activation of protein kinase B (PKB; also known
as c-Akt), which protects cells from apoptosis2. By contrast, it is
unknown how quiescent cells that lack PKB activity are protected
against cell death induced by reactive oxygen species. Here we
show that the PKB-regulated Forkhead transcription factor
FOXO3a (also known as FKHR-L1) protects quiescent cells
from oxidative stress by directly increasing their quantities of
manganese superoxide dismutase (MnSOD) messenger RNA and
protein. This increase in protection from reactive oxygen species
antagonizes apoptosis caused by glucose deprivation. In quies-
cent cells that lack the protective mechanism of PKB-mediated
signalling, an alternative mechanism is induced as a consequence
of PKB inactivity. This mechanism entails the activation of
Forkhead transcription factors, the transcriptional activation of
MnSOD and the subsequent reduction of reactive oxygen species.
Increased resistance to oxidative stress is associated with long-
evity. The model of Forkhead involvement in regulating longevity
stems from genetic analysis in Caenorhabditis elegans3–6, and we
conclude that this model also extends to mammalian systems.

Reactive oxygen species (ROS) are a primary cause of cellular
damage that leads to cell death1. In proliferating cells, protection
from cell death is mediated by activity of the phosphatidylinositol-
3-OH kinase (PI(3)K)–PKB signalling pathway, which is dependent
on the presence of glucose2. In the absence of PI(3)K–PKB signal-
ling, the FOXO subfamily of Forkhead transcription factors, con-
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